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 How are financial industry groups able to influence the 
financial regulatory policymaking process?

 Prevailing approaches look at the group being 
regulated.

 Our key point: financial industry groups often benefit 
from a diversity of private sector groups mobilizing, 
which  ‘leverages’ their power.

 Lobbying, very broadly conceived; regulatory agencies, 
international organizations, not just elected officials.
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Existing literature tends to focus on the group being 
targeted for regulation (the target group)

- Finance lobby has extensive resources (money, information)
- Finance lobby benefits from extensive structural power
- Financial lobby benefits from a lack of ‘countervailing groups’

When it comes to international regulatory bodies, most of 
these conditions are expected to be stronger. Therefore a 
decidedly ‘Non-pluralist’ approach is taken. (“Finance is 
so powerful it does not need allies, and enemies do not 
have impact on policies.





 Financial industry groups often benefit from private 
sector coalitions, which helps to amplify or ‘leverage’ 
their influence over the regulatory policymaking 
process.

 Finance is special because it often benefits from a 
unique ‘interest ecology’: it’s structural location in the 
economy allows it to benefit from a diversity of other 
actors mobilizing with similar preferences



 Resource intensity
◦ A financial industry group being targeted for regulation can 

increase its resources with coalition partners.

 Resource complementarity
◦ Non-target groups might have resources that the targeted 

financial industry group does not have.

 Credibility of arguments to policymakers
◦ “It’s not me I’m worried about, it’s the rest of the economy that will 

suffer if you impose this regulation…”



 1. Do non-target groups actually mobilize around 
financial regulation? 

 2. Do non-target groups lobby ‘with’ or ‘against’ 
financial industry groups?

 3. Does this actually matter for regulatory policy 
outcomes?



 4 Case studies, each featuring a diversity of private sector 
mobilization

 Different kinds of financial regulation, different levels of 
governance

 Case Study 1: Global Banking Regulation and German Bank-Business 
Coalitions

 Case Study 2: Global Banking Regulation and Mortgage Finance
Lobbying in USA

 Case Study 3: European Hedge Fund Regulation 
 Case Study 4: Derivatives Regulation in USA



 We generated a new dataset composed of written letter 
responses to regulatory policy consultations 

 Data is a large binary matrix of the economy based on 
standard industry classification codes telling us the economic 
location of every group that responded to a regulation

 Not just finance but Agriculture, Energy, Health Care, 
Telecoms, Manufacturing, etc.
◦ 308 different policy consultations
◦ 58 different governance institutions, national and international
◦ 14,825 response letters…and counting…



















 Outcomes: the type of actor responding: ‘target group’, 
‘outsider’, etc. When a ‘target group’ responds, it is the base 
outcome.

 Controlling for a wide variety of variables suggested to be 
important in the existing literature, finance is still ‘special’ in that 
it is associated with more outsiders, less NGOs, etc.

Explanatory Variable Direction 
of Effect

Significance
Level

If a financial industry group 
is being targeted

+ ***

Level of Governance - ***

Different Indicators of 
Salience

-,+

Structural Importance of 
Sector to the Economy

+

• Ran on full sample of response 
letters, and also using 1000 
random sampled response letters 
from each sector being regulated

• 6 different model specifications

• Considered violation of IIA 
assumption (Hausman, Small-
Hsiao), also ran simple binary 
logistic regressions.





 We selected 16 different consultations – half from 
finance, half non-finance, national and 
international

• We coded for whether 
these additional 
respondents expressed 
preferences ‘in 
solidarity’ with the peak 
target group, was 
‘neutral’, or expressed 
‘dissensus’ with the 
peak target group



 We randomly sampled 5 respondents to regulatory policy 
consultations

 Used Baumgartner et. al.’s (2009) Lobbying Arguments 
template to code preferences for or against a given policy

 Assessed concordance coefficients 

 Non-target groups in financial consultations: ~20%
 Non-target groups in non-financial consultations:  ~47% 

Target of 
Regulation

Concordance SE [95% CI]

Non-
Finance

0.199 0.285 [-0.092  
0.724]

Finance 0.468 0.184 [0.108  
0.827]



 Existing literature gives an insufficient account of financial industry 
groups’ power in the lobbying process

 The IPE of Finance literature is oddly ‘non-neo-pluralist’, in 
contrast to other areas of study (e.g. environment, exchange rates, 
agriculture, pharmaceutical regulations).

 To understand the lobbying power of financial industry groups, we 
should account for the ability of financial sector actors to utilize 
their relational ties with other private sector groups

 Finance’s unique interest ecology helps the finance lobby to 
‘leverage’ their influence through coalition partners



 Finance as the “headquarters of the capitalist system, 
from which orders go out to its individual divisions” 
(Schumpeter 1961: 126)







 How does the finance lobby get its way? 
 Three broad traditions in the existing literature:

 1. Financial industry groups use their resources 
◦ Money to buy influence (Johnson 2009; Johnson and Kwak 2010)
◦ Information (Tsingou 2006; Cerny 1994; Griffith-Jones and Persaud

2008)

 2. Financial industry groups often have very supportive institutional
conditions
◦ Revolving Doors (Seabrooke and Tsingou, 2009; Baker 2010)
◦ Independence and intransparency of financial regulatory agencies 

facilitates ‘capture’ (Underhill and Zhang, 2003, 2006).

 3. Financial industry groups benefit from the structure of contemporary 
capitalism
◦ The ‘financialization’ of the economy privileges financial industry 

interests (Arrighi et al 2001; Montgomerie 2009)
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mobilization
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Mobilization of non-targeted groups

Preferences of non-targered
groups




